Adams Aviation is proud to support the inaugural EFLEVA
Days 2017
EFLEVA Days (efleva-days.eu) is the first gathering from the European Federation of Light, Experimental
& Vintage Aircraft and intends to bring aircraft builders and restorers together for a unique gathering.
Aircraft from all over Europe will fly to Sanicole Airfield in Belgium for a weekend filled with aviation joy.
As well as some sponsorship for the Saturday evening dinner and donating a Garmin D2 Watch for the
raffle, Adams Aviation will be exhibiting their depth and breadth of parts support, and the special LAA /
EFFLEVA member discounts offered through their web site which is available to members all across
Europe. They will be joined on their stand by Manuel Queiroz who, in 2006, flew solo around the world in
a single engine aircraft - in record breaking time! - and documented this momentous achievement in a
book and on his web site "Chasing The Morning Sun".
"He plans to fly the RV over and will be with us all weekend" said Robin Walsh, Adams' Sales and Market
Development Manager, adding "he is simply the best kit-build avionics man I have ever come across - the
Lord of Looms, the Wizard of Wire - and the perfect person to talk to about the G3X/G5 Garmin avionics
which will be the focus of our display."
EFLEVA was founded 10 years ago and stands for European Federation of Light, Experimental and
Vintage Aircraft. Its goal is to promote and represent the interests of builders and restorers of aircraft and
their operators. Adams Aviation, with a long history of supporting the UK LAA and its members,
wholeheartedly supports this effort to bring together the groups representing Permit / Experimental / Sport
/ Homebuilt / Vintage and other "legitimately self-maintained" aircraft, so they can better engage with our
regulators at all levels. "Flying is first and foremost about people moving about and regularizing the
approach to that at this end of the GA market can help enormously" said Stephen Gosling, Adams' CEO.
"That's not just a philosophical aspiration for me. With or without the uncertainty of Brexit the regulatory
burden will always be increasing. Working together across the whole continent can honestly improve
that."

EFLEVA Days takes places at Sanicole Airfield in Belgium on June
30th, July 1st and July 2nd.
About Adams Aviation Supply Co Ltd
Adams Aviation Supply is Europe's largest distributor of parts and accessories for general and business
aviation. Our full range is available to qualified trade customers, with globally competitive prices,
quantity breaks and price-sensitive alternatives, and all without hidden extras. Adams Aviation Supply
offers market-leading traceability with the goods at no extra charge, along with same-day dispatch for
next-day delivery across Europe, or via consolidated shipments. Adams has EASA 145 approval and
carries over 130 must-have product-lines, offered by experts for each product-type and with, of
course, aviation in your language. After all, we are Europe's plane speaking people. For more
information, visit www.adamsaviation.com or CLICK HERE to access our capabilities and catalogues.
For almost 50 years Customer Service has always been the order of the day at Adams.

